Karma Dechen Choling is pleased to announce the program

Smiling Radiance of the Laughing Mañjugöṣa

presented by

Acharya Lama Kelzang Wangdi

The program presents the 6th Shamarpas's Presentation of a Summary of the Common Teachings. This text, found several years ago by XVII Karmapa Ogyen Trinley Dorje, is the basis for studying logic, philosophical views and practice of debate in the Kagyu tradition. Kama Dechen Choling in Warsaw is honoured to host this historical, very first presentation of this text in the West.

Program is available for everyone, participation in previous Nitartha programs is not required.

Inaugural lecture: 12th of January, 2018, 7 PM – 8.30 PM (CET)

From January 13th to January 21st, 2018, lectures will be held daily from 9 AM to 6 PM with a lunch break.

Three sessions a day and a group discussion are planned.

Cost: 100 Euros, payment via bank transfer (details below) or with cash at the beginning of the program.

Registration: biuro@marpa.pl

Program available also for online participants through a webinar platform. Upon registration, participants will receive a link to the session approximately 1 hour before starting time.

The lectures will be in Tibetan with translation into English and Polish.

If you have any questions please contact: tomasz@marpa.pl

We are willing to help participants from other countries in finding accommodation in nearest hotels and hostels or at our Sangha members (the number of places is very limited limited).

Place: Karma Dechen Choling, ul. Nowaka-Jeziorańskiego 49/U12, Warsaw


Bank account numbers:
PL 68 1090 2590 0000 0001 3214 4880, SWIFT: WBKPPLPP
with the note: „Dudra by Shamar 2018“